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FULL COUNCIL REPORT

To:  Mayor, Ladies and Gentlemen

INTERNAL ENFORCEMENT PROJECT FOR THE 
ISSUING OF FIXED PENALTY NOTICES FOR 
LITTER AND DOG FOULING OFFENCES

1.0 SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

1.1 The current litter and dog fouling enforcement pilot project with 3GS will expire on 
31st January 2017. A Council decision is therefore required on the future provision of 
litter and dog fouling enforcement within the County Borough of Merthyr Tydfil. The 
options available are:

1) Stop all enforcement activity in relation to litter and dog fouling offences;
2) Renegotiate a further contract with 3GS;
3) Explore options from other external providers;
4) The Council provides an enforcement service for litter and dog fouling 

offences through directly employed litter wardens.  

2.0 RECOMMENDATION(S) that

2.1 Council provides an in-house enforcement service for litter and dog fouling offences 
(Option 4) on a one year trial basis through directly employed litter wardens, be 
approved.  
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3.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1 The annual independent LEAMS (Local Environmental Audit and Management 
System) report for 2015-2016 undertaken by Keep Wales tidy showed that litter from 
a pedestrian source is present on 96% of the County Borough’s streets.

3.2 Between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2016 the council received 1663 street 
cleansing related complaints, of which 164 related to dog fouling. In order to improve 
the cleanliness of the County Borough’s streets, the use of high profile, zero 
tolerance enforcement is considered essential. 

3.3 In February 2016, Cabinet approved a 12 month pilot project for litter and dog fouling 
enforcement with a company called 3GS. The project provided a litter and dog 
fouling enforcement service within the County Borough of Merthyr Tydfil at no cost to 
the council. 

4.0 PRESENT POSITION

4.1 The 3GS pilot project in general has been successful and has had a significant, 
positive impact on the cleanliness of the Borough. However, the Council has also 
received numerous complaints from members of the public regarding the approach 
adopted by 3GS when dealing with offenders.

4.2 A business case has therefore been developed to consider all options available to 
the Council to deal with litter and dog fouling offences in the future. The options 
available are:

1) Stop all enforcement activity in relation to litter and dog fouling offences;
2) Renegotiate a further contract with 3GS
3) Explore options from other external providers
4) The Council provides an enforcement service for litter and dog fouling offences 

through directly employed litter wardens.

4.3 All of the above options have been assessed and scored accordingly within the 
business case based on relevant criteria.

4.4 Option 1, ‘stop all enforcement activity’ is not considered appropriate given the scale 
of the litter problem within Merthyr Tydfil.

4.5 Options 2 & 3 would involve engaging with a commercial organisation where there 
would be a greater emphasis on financial targets. 

4.6 The in-house enforcement provision set out under option 4 is considered to be the 
preferred option as this would allow the Council greater control over enforcement 
activity and to operate an ethical litter enforcement service, issuing fixed penalty 
notices to deliberate offenders. 



4.7 It is also envisaged that the Council’s litter wardens will patrol areas identified by 
general members of the public as problematic ‘hot spots’ i.e. areas that have 
received the most complaints and recognised by officers as requiring additional  
attention.

4.8 The in-house service would require 2 litter wardens to patrol the borough. Officers 
will be in uniform bearing the Merthyr Tydfil C.B.C. logo and will be equipped with 
vest mounted video cameras at all times. The officers will report to the Cleansing and 
Enforcement Manager on a daily basis at unit 3, Pentrebach Industrial Estate

4.9 A litter and dog fouling enforcement policy will be developed and presented for 
Council approval, prior to the implementation of the service, if the recommendation in 
this report is approved.
 

5.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATION(S)

5.1 The Gross cost of the service is approximately £64,000 per annum with an initial set-
up cost of approximately £12,000. The service is envisaged to be cost neutral on the 
assumption that on average 20 FPN’s will be issued per week.   

5.2 There will be no requirement for the litter wardens to achieve set targets.

6.0 SINGLE INTEGRATED PLAN AND SUSTAINABILITY IMPACT 
SUMMARY

6.1 A positive impact generally as the enforcement initiative should deliver cleaner 
streets.  Litter is unsightly and detracts from the general appearance of an area; it 
can also affect people's health by attracting animals and insects that carry diseases. 
Research also shows that heavily littered areas and poor local environmental quality 
deter economic activity and investment and can also lead to an increased fear of 
crime. Litter can therefore blight an area and needs to be dealt with.

7.0 EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1 An Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) form has been prepared for the purpose of 
this report.  It has been found that a full assessment is not required at this time.  The 
form can be accessed on the Council’s website/intranet via the ‘Equality Impact 
Assessment’ link.  
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December 2016

Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council’s 
Constitution? 

Consultation has been undertaken with the Corporate Management Team in respect 
of each proposal(s) and recommendation(s) set out in this report. 


